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Low-Complexity Space–Time–Frequency Scheduling for
MIMO Systems With SDMA

Martin Fuchs, Giovanni Del Galdo, and Martin Haardt

Abstract—In this paper, we propose a low-complexity fair scheduling
algorithm for wireless multiuser MIMO communication systems in which
users are multiplexed via time-, frequency-, and space-division multiple
access (SDMA) schemes. In such systems, the transmission quality consid-
erably degrades if users with spatially correlated channels are to be served
at the same time and frequency. The approach presented here works with
both zero- and nonzero-forcing SDMA precoding schemes by deciding,
for each time and frequency slot, which users are to be served in order
to maximize the precoding performance. The number of users is not a
fixed parameter of the algorithm (as often assumed for other schedulers
present in the literature), but it is also adjusted in accordance to the
channel conditions. While smaller SDMA groups allow us to transmit with
a higher average power per user, larger groups lead to higher multiplexing
gains. Our algorithm ProSched is based on a novel interpretation of
the precoding process using orthogonal projections which permit us to
estimate the precoding results of all user combinations of interest with
significantly reduced complexity. In addition, the possible user combina-
tions are efficiently treated with the help of a tree-based sorting algorithm.
The ProSched takes advantage of a perfect channel state information,
when available, or, alternatively, of second-order channel statistics. The
individual-user quality-of-service requirements can be considered in the
decision-making process. The effectiveness of the algorithm is illustrated
with simulations based on the IlmProp channel model, which features
realistic correlation in space, time, and frequency.

Index Terms—Frequency-division multiple access (FDMA), multiple-
input–multiple-output (MIMO) systems, scheduling, space-division mul-
tiple access (SDMA), space-division multiplexing, time-division multiple
access (TDMA).

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of multiple antennas allows the base station to serve
multiple users at once in any frequency or time slot of a traditional
time- or frequency-division multiplexing scheme by exploiting the
spatial dimension. In the literature, there exist various space-division
multiple access (SDMA) techniques, some of which can even provide
the users with more than one spatial data stream. If channel state
information (CSI) is available at the transmitter (via estimation, feed-
back, or prediction), the spatial signatures of the downlink channels
can be exploited, leading to an increased system throughput. Similar
techniques can also be employed without CSI, leading to the so-called
opportunistic beamforming approaches. The number of users which
can be served simultaneously is, in any case, limited by the rank of the
downlink channel matrix. For some techniques, there exist even more
strict dimensionality constraints [1].

As a consequence, a scheduler is needed to decide how many and
which users to serve in any given time or frequency slot, which is
based on a number of criteria which, in the SDMA case, must take into
account the spatial dimension. Traditionally, in a single-input–single-
output system, scheduling criteria are based on the maximization of
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the system throughput, as in [2], on the minimization of transmission
delay or on the quality of service (QoS) requirements of the users [3].
Recently, scheduling to exploit the gain offered by multiuser diversity
has attracted considerable interest, which is encouraged by information
theoretical results, as in [4]: If the user channels vary fast enough,
the system throughput can be boosted by scheduling only users with
good channel quality for transmission. In a multiple-input–multiple-
output (MIMO) system with opportunistic beamforming, this form
of diversity is leveraged through the channel fluctuations induced by
randomizing the beamforming weights and by the introduction of the
additional spatial dimension [5]. This approach, however, does not
guarantee a fair channel access to the terminals and has, therefore,
raised the interest in appropriate modifications such as proportional
fair scheduling, as discussed in more detail in Section III-C.

In all of the above cases, the system must provide an efficient
feedback mechanism for a channel quality indicator from the users to
the base station [6], [7] that is based on which users are scheduled
for transmission. However, in a MIMO system using SDMA, with
CSI at the transmitter, the scheduling problem may not require an
extra feedback mechanism. The base station can estimate the channel
quality based on the CSI and on the knowledge about the SDMA
algorithm being used. This is already the first challenge: Due to the
computational complexity of most SDMA techniques, it is prohibitive
to test all possible combinations of users in advance. Even closed-form
solutions for the selection of the users, such as [8], suffer from this
problem. They still require the computation of all precoders in advance
for all user combinations of interest in order to know the channel
quality after precoding. It is necessary to find a solution to this problem
because the channel quality degrades considerably and unpredictably if
users with spatially correlated channels are served at the same time. If
no scheduling is performed, the impairment due to spatially correlated
users can only be alleviated by a significant increase in the number
of base station antennas, leading to an increased resolvability of the
channel subspaces.

Many recent studies suggest to group the users on the downlink
based on some form of mutual spatial correlation in cases where CSI
is available at the transmitter [9]–[11]. Alternatively, users could be
grouped by their (mean) direction of arrival difference for the case
with angular spreads that are not too large [12]. In [13], it was shown
that both approaches are also applicable for the uplink. In [9], it was
observed that the number of users to be scheduled at the same time
(i.e., the SDMA group size) has a great influence on the performance
of various types of SDMA techniques. It was shown that, in most cases,
it can be beneficial not to fully load the base station, i.e., not to serve
the maximum possible number of users at any one instant, even if the
system is not overpopulated. This is mainly caused by the fact that the
base station can, on average, transmit with more power to the users
when the SDMA group size is reduced. For the sum performance of a
group, there exists a tradeoff between adding another user to the group
or offering greater fractions of the available power to all users already
in the group.

To be able to include the influence of the power, low-complexity
estimates of the user rates are used in the scheduler proposed in
this paper, which inherently include the effect of spatial correlation.
The result of precoding depends on user selection, but the presented
scheduler reduces the computational complexity of estimating it to an
effort comparable to a situation where a user is served alone by using
the concept of orthogonal projections, as described in Section III. For
this reason, we call our approach ProSched. The calculation of the
beamforming weights for all possible user combinations is avoided.
To identify the combination with a maximum throughput, the estimates
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can then be used together with a search algorithm, as the one illustrated
in Section IV, to reduce the number of user combinations to be tested.

ProSched is an extension of the scheduler that is based on or-
thogonal projections developed in [14] for a system model which is
different from the one used here. The new system model is described
in Section II. With the help of simulations and complexity estimates,
it is shown that ProSched achieves almost the same performance as
an exhaustive search for the optimal user combination at a lower
cost. Other authors [15], [16] have also developed a user selection
algorithm based on the orthogonal projection concept which was
first used for scheduling in [14]. However, their proposal requires an
additional preselection step in reducing the computational complexity,
as discussed in Section V.

Finally, we describe how ProSched can be applied to precoding
techniques other than zero forcing (ZF) (Section III-B), how it can
be extended to a fair space–time–frequency scheduling scheme which
can consider user rate requirements (Section III-C), and how it can
be based not only on instantaneous but also on long-term channel
knowledge (Section III-D).

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

Let us consider a MIMO system with orthogonal frequency di-
vision multiplexing (OFDM), in which frequency-DMA (FDMA),
time-DMA (TDMA), and SDMA are used together. A TDMA frame
consists of a number of time slots, where each slot can consist of one
or more OFDM symbols. In a system with a total of K users, the
scheduler can select a different subset of users GG(n, f) to be served
at the same time by the SDMA scheme for every time slot n and
every frequency bin f to fully exploit multiuser diversity. The index
G denotes the size of a subgroup. To reduce complexity, the same
SDMA group could be assigned to a number of correlated neighboring
subcarriers and time slots. Furthermore, it is assumed that new CSI is
available at the base station at the beginning of each TDMA frame. As
a consequence, the scheduling decision can remain unchanged within
one frame if it solely relies on the CSI.

The users in each group are numbered consecutively for simplic-
ity. The channels on each subcarrier are considered frequency flat.
Note that, in the following, all variables are dependent on time and
frequency and that the indices n and f are omitted for notational
simplicity. Let Hg denote the MR,g × MT complex channel matrix
between the MT transmitter antennas of the base station and the
MR,g receiver antennas of user g ∈ {1, . . . , G}. Let M g denote a
linear precoding matrix generated for the transmission to user g. To
cover the most general case, the system under consideration shall
have the possibility to transmit multiple data streams to each user
in an SDMA group. Therefore, M g is allowed to have up to r =
rank{Hg} columns. All precoding matrices are jointly generated from
the information about the channels of all users in a group, as illustrated
later. On each of the Nc subcarriers, the complex symbol vector yg that
is received by user g is obtained from the complex data vectors dg as
follows:

yg = HgM gdg +

G∑
j=1,j �=g

HgM jdj + ng. (1)

The vector ng contains the additive noise at the receiver of user g plus
any intracell interference.

The task of the scheduler can then be described as a preprocessing
of the channel by selecting a number of users G out of a pool of K
users such that the precoder can deliver efficient modulation matrices.

The derivations are not restricted to a specific type of receiver.
However, we restrict ourselves to the case where no joint processing
between the receivers of different users can be performed. Under the
assumption of Gaussian signaling and infinite length codewords, it
is well known that the downlink system capacity can be expressed
as (2), shown at the bottom of the page, where Rxx denotes the
covariance matrix of a complex signal vector x. The maximiza-
tion is subject to a fixed total transmitted power PT such that∑Nc

f=1

∑G

g=1
trace(Rdgdg (f)) ≤ PT . Under the usual assumptions

of uncorrelated data symbols with average unit power or E{dgdH
g } =

I , the covariance matrices of the signals transmitted to the users reduce
to Rdgdg = M gM H

g .

III. INTRODUCTION OF A SCHEDULING METRIC

The precoding matrix for user g depends on which users are served
at the same time. It is, therefore, desirable to solve the scheduling
problem without relying on the knowledge of the precoding matrices
to avoid the computational complexity of precalculating all possible
precoding solutions. To overcome this problem, a metric is proposed,
which provides an estimate of the gth user’s received data rate while
decoupling the calculation from the channel matrices of the other users
served at the same time, maintaining, however, the influence of the
other channels. Some simplifications are presented, whose effective-
ness is later evaluated extensively with the help of simulations. In the
next section, this metric will be used in a selection algorithm which
reduces the number of combinations to be tested. First, we want to look
at block diagonalization (BD) precoding [17], which is a ZF precoding
technique with theoretically optimum capacity, and, later, also apply
the result to other precoding techniques.

A. BD Precoding

The transmission to user g involves an equivalent channel HgM g .
A precoding method which suppresses all interuser interference (i.e.,
H jM g = 0 ∀j �= g) is commonly referred to as ZF precoding. As
explained in [17], this implies that the transmission to user g must
take place in the intersection of the nullspaces of all other users’
channel matrices. One way to achieve this is to construct the columns
of M g as linear combinations of basis vectors of this joint nullspace.
This basis can, for example, be obtained with the help of a singular
value decomposition (SVD) of matrix H̃g containing all other users’
channel matrices H̃g = [HT

1 · · · HT
g−1 HT

g+1 · · · HT
G]T

while at the same time transmitting as much power as possible into the
row space (signal space) of user g’s own channel matrix. This approach
is used in [17] for the BD algorithm.

Our scheduling metric is based on a lower bound of the gth user’s
capacity per subcarrier. First, the derivation is given in the following
for Nc = 1. By assuming that Rngng = σ2

nI , where σ2
n represents

the total noise power in the entire bandwidth at one receiver, the
capacity expression for user g becomes under the zero interference

C = max
Rdgdg ,∀g

G∑
g=1

log2

det
(
Rngng +

∑G

j=1,j �=g
HgRdjdj

HH
g + HgRdgdg HH

g

)
det

(
Rngng +

∑G

j=1,j �=g
HgRdjdj

HH
g

) (2)
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constraint Cg = log2 det(I + σ−2
n HgRdgdg HH

g ). By denoting
r = rank{Hg} and introducing an eigenvalue decomposition of the
correlation term HgM gM H

g HH
g = W ΛW H , the capacity can be

expressed as follows:

Cg = log2 det
(
I + σ−2

n HgM gM H
g HH

g

)
= log2 det

(
I + σ−2

n W gΛgW H
g

)
= log2 det

(
W g

(
I + σ−2

n Λg

)
W H

g

)
= log2 det

(
I + σ−2

n Λg

)
= log2

r∏
i=1

(
1 + σ−2

n λg,i

)

Cg = log2

{
1 + σ−2

n

r∑
i=1

λg,i + (· · ·)

}
. (3)

Knowing that
∑r

i=1
λg,i = trace{HgM gM H

g HH
g } = ‖HgM g‖2

F

and that the other intermediate products of eigenvalues which have
been skipped are all positive numbers, we can say that the rate is lower
bounded by

Cg ≥ log2

(
1 + σ−2

n ‖HgM g‖2
F

)
. (4)

Recall that the goal of our algorithm is to overcome the problem
of precalculating the precoding matrices for all user combinations to
be tested. First, we want to look at the problem where waterpouring
cannot be used when full precoding is not performed: To do so,
we factor out a diagonal matrix Dg containing the square roots
of the fractions of user g’s power assigned to each of its spatial
modes, where unused modes have zero entries. The remaining part
of the precoding matrix has normalized columns and is denoted as
N g , i.e., M g = N gDg . The distribution of the eigenvalues of the
equivalent channel HgM g cannot be known before the precoding is
performed, and therefore, the optimum distribution of the transmitted
power is unknown. It is, therefore, assumed that equal fractions of
the total available transmitted power are assigned to all users and
that all of user g’s spatial modes use the same fraction of its power,
i.e., Dg =

√
PT /(G · r)I (assuming also full-rank channels). This

reduces the capacity figure compared to an optimum power loading.
The assumption works around the unknown distribution of a user’s
spatial modes, and we can now define the following rate estimate as a
scheduling metric for user g in the presence of a set of other users S,
which is a lower bound for (4):

η(S)
g = log2

(
1 +

PT

Grσ2
n

‖HgN g‖2
F

)
≤ Cg. (5)

Simulations indicate that the equal power loading assumption is rea-
sonable for the scheduler, even if the precoder later uses, for exam-
ple, waterpouring to maximize capacity. It can become problematic
in near–far scenarios with significant differences in the user chan-
nel norms. However, the proposed proportional fair modification of
Section III-C overcomes this problem. As a side effect, the necessary
equal power loading assumption allows us to skip the complexity
involved with the computation of the water pouring during the schedul-
ing process.

In the case of multiple subcarriers, where Nc > 1, we make the
same assumption on the distribution of PT on the subcarriers. There-

fore, in (5), PT would have to be replaced by PT /Nc. However, here
we assume a fixed total bandwith, and therefore, σ2

n would also have
to be replaced by σ2

n/Nc. As a result, Nc would cancel from the
expression, making (5) applicable per subcarrier.

If the system was designed to also suppress the interference between
each user’s data streams (e.g., via SVD-based eigenbeamforming), the
metric η

(S)
g would equal the rate of user g [18] under the equal power

assumption.
This metric, however, still depends on the knowledge of the

precoding matrix, which, for ZF, depends on a basis of the common
nullspace of all other users grouped together with user g. To combat
this interdependence, we introduce the concept of orthogonal
projections into the precoding: In the Appendix, a new formulation
of BD precoding is derived. This formulation involves a new effective
channel HgP̃ g = H̊g ∈ C

MRg ×MT , which is the result of an
orthogonal projection P̃ g into the common nullspace of all other
users’ channel matrices. It represents the gth user’s channel that
is deprived of the part of the subspace which cannot be used for
transmission since it does not lie in the other users’ nullspace. It is
also shown that, for BD precoding, the norm of the equivalent channel
equals the norm of the projected channel

‖HgN g‖2
F = ‖HgP̃ g‖2

F. (6)

We then make use of a property of projectors introduced in [19]:
A projection into a subspace can be approximated by repeatedly
projecting into the separate subspaces whose intersection is the
subspace into which to project

P̃ g = (P 1, . . . , P g−1P g+1, . . . , P G)p, p → ∞. (7)

In this repeated projection approximation, the order of the projections
is not significant as long as one does not project in the same subspace
multiple times in a row. By using this approximation in the calculation
of the metric η

(S)
g from (5), the scheduler no longer has to know the

basis of the common nullspace for testing any subset of users, but can
instead estimate their equivalent channels only from the knowledge of
all users’ nullspace projectors. The projection matrix on the gth user’s
nullspace can efficiently be computed from an orthonormal basis
Bg of its signal space with P g = I − BgBH

g . The approximation
in (7) only requires G SVDs at the start of each scheduling run to
obtain the bases for each of the G users’ signal spaces. Furthermore,
simulation results show that it is sufficient to choose the projection
order p between 1 and 3.

In order to reduce the complexity even further, the projectors used
in the repeated projection approximation (7) can be obtained from rank
one approximations of the signal spaces by using only their strongest
mode, as proposed in [9]. If this approach is used, complexity can once
more be reduced by employing a less exact rank one approximation
such as the normalized column of HT

g with the highest norm. The
latter corresponds to the first basis vector found by a sparse pivoted QR
approximation (SPQR, where QR represents the known orthogonal-
triangular matrix decomposition), after which, the SQPR algorithm
could be stopped.

B. Other (Non-ZF) Precoding Techniques

A general precoder which does not necessarily suppress interuser
interference must choose which basis to use for the transmission to the
gth user. If it chooses the gth channel’s row space, it would exploit
the channel as best as possible, causing high interference to the other
users in the group, however. On the other hand, if it chooses the
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Fig. 1. Non-ZF precoding to minimize interference illustrated for a system
with three single antenna users and a base station with three antennas. The joint
nullspace N2,3 of users 2 and 3 forms a line. The precoder can either make use
of user 1s channel fully or use a subspace closer to the nullspace to generate less
interference. In a correlated situation, the latter results in a significant reduction
of the norm, as shown on the right.

projection of the gth channel into the common nullspace of the other
users (which is the ZF solution), it would produce no interference
but possibly attain a lower data rate for user g. Any general precoder
chooses an intermediate solution between these two extremes. For this
reason, a good spatial scheduler aims to group users whose row spaces
are as close as possible to the other users’ common nullspace, thus
maximizing throughput while holding back interference.

The problem can be illustrated graphically in a system with three
users having one antenna each and a base station with three antennas,
resulting in a combined channel with rank 3. The right part of Fig. 1
shows a situation where user 1 is combined with a pair of correlated
users having a joint nullspace which is almost orthogonal to the
user subspace of interest. Reducing the interference will result in a
precoded channel with a small norm. The left picture shows a less
correlated situation where a precoding close to the nullspace plane will
leave the norm of the channel almost unchanged.

There exist various methods to measure similarity between sub-
spaces. One is the correlation between subspaces, which is used for
scheduling in different ways, e.g., in [9] and [10]. These methods are
not capable of taking into account the influence of the power assigned
to the transmission to each user when estimating how many users
should be served at the same time. Because it is dual to the interference
generated by user g, the ZF capacity estimate (5), which is based on
the Frobenius norm of a user’s channel projected completely into the
nullspace of the other users’ channel matrices, is proposed as a test for
user compatibility for the non-ZF case as well.

C. Fairness and QoS Extension

Since the proposed scheduling metric is a rate estimate rather than a
correlation only metric, it is straightforward to use it in combination
with one of the many fair or QoS-aware algorithms proposed in
the literature. Several references on proportional fair algorithms can,
for instance, be found in [21]. In general, proportional fairness is
defined with the help of a vector r = [r1, r2, . . . , rK ]T containing the
achievable rates rk, k ∈ 1, . . . ,K of all K users in the system at a
certain time instance, including the ones that are not scheduled and are
having a rate of zero. Such a rate vector is said to be proportionally
fair if, for any other feasible rate vector r∗ = [r∗1 , r∗2 , . . . , r∗K ]T, the
sum of the proportional changes is zero or negative:

∑K

k=1
(r∗k −

rk/rk) ≤ 0, ∀r∗. The original equivalent definition from queueing
theory [22] states that the sum of a utility function of the rates is to
be maximized. Often, logarithmic utility functions are used, resulting
in a maximization of the product of the rates. It can be shown that a
scheduling algorithm fulfils these definitions if it keeps track of the
long-term averages of all users’ rates and prioritizes the user with the
highest instantaneous rate that is normalized to its long-term average

throughput—supposing that the long-term throughput figures are built
for each user with the help of an exponentially smoothed average.

We consider a scheduler as fair if it assigns equal fractions of
a resource of interest to all parties, at least on a long-term scale.
This notion of fairness allows us to introduce QoS measures as the
ones introduced in the following. Since it was shown in [23] for
independent identically distributed channels that proportional fairness
asymptotically schedules all users with the same fraction of time and
power under the assumption that the supported data rates are linear
with power, we propose to also use it with our scheduling algorithm.
To do so, the scheduler uses the proportional metric Υ

(S)
g = η

(S)
g /ηg

instead of η
(S)
g , which is similar to other proportional fair algorithms.

To construct the long-term average metric ηg , we use a linear average
of the user metrics corresponding to the final scheduling decisions
from m previous time slots: ηg(n) = (1/m)

∑µ=n−m−1

µ=n
ηg(µ). We

now carry out the scheduling for every time slot instead of every frame.
This is necessary because the long-term averages change as soon as
some users are served and some are not. A rectangular window is, of
course, more memory consuming than an exponential one but offers a
more direct influence on the delay introduced. If m is small, then the
time until a user is scheduled is reduced if its channel quality hits a
peak. However, m should not be smaller than the time frame length, or
the rate averages converge too quickly to the current rates, especially
if the number of users in the system is low, which is due to the fact that
only one channel estimate is available per frame. Then, the fairness
method would have no effect.

Proportional fair scheduling helps in dealing with near–far scenarios
due to the normalizations of the users’ rates to a long-term average.
If a user is farther away from the base station than all other users,
a nonproportional rate-based metric would never schedule it since its
expected rate would be smaller than the rates of the closer users. A
normalized rate, however, can anyhow yield a high value as soon as the
long-term average has dropped to the same order of magnitude, thus
allowing the ratio to become high again and the user to be scheduled.

To introduce a first notion of QoS, the ratio Υ
(S)
g can simply be

multiplied with a cost factor cg , which is supposed to be higher for
users requiring a higher data rate to sustain their desired service.
Schacht [24] introduced this idea in scheduling in 3G systems and
suggested to set the cost factors based on the number of time slots
a service needs to occupy in order to obtain its minimum required
throughput per frame at the lowest possible transmission rate. The
service with the lowest requirement is assigned a cost factor of one,
and all other services are related to it.

Alternatively, as proposed in [25], an additive cost factor can be
used. In addition, the metric cannot only be normalized to its long-
term average but also to a target rate Tg such that Υ

(S)
g = η

(S)
g /((ηg ·

Tg)κ + cg). The factor κ can fine tune the influence of the target
rate, where κ = 0 yields back the maximum throughput scheduling
metric.

D. Extension to Second Order Statistics Channel Knowledge

CSI is often acquired during transmission in one direction of a
system and, then, simply assumed to be reciprocal and used for
precoding on the reverse link, or fed back to the other link end. If
the channel is varying too rapidly, alternatively, the spatial covariance
matrix RT,g = E{HH

g Hg} can be tracked instead of the channel
matrix Hg . It was shown that the eigenvectors of the transmitted signal
covariance matrix Rdgdg which maximizes the ergodic capacity are
given by the eigenvectors of RT,g [26]. In other words, if Hg is
not known, one should transmit into the eigenspace of its covariance
matrix instead. The same principle is applied in [27] for multiuser
precoding. To do so, a pseudo channel matrix Ĥg is constructed only
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Fig. 2. Example for the sorting tree used in the scheduler at one time instance:
In a system with five users, candidate user sets Gopt

G of sizes G = 1 to 5
are produced with the help of a best candidate combining procedure and a
scheduling metric reflecting the performance of the groups. In the final step,
the algorithm selects among the candidate sets, which can be found on the left
edge of the tree.

from a basis of the signal space of RT,g , which can, for example, be
obtained with an EVD

RT,g =U gΣgUH
g = U gΣg [U (1)

g U (0)
g ]H such that

Ĥg =Σ1/2
g U (1)H

g (8)

where U (1)
g contains the first r = rank{Hg} columns of U g . This

pseudo channel matrix can then be used, instead of the actual channel
matrix, in any precoding method developed for short-term channel
knowledge, including the scheduling metric proposed in the previous
sections.

IV. SCHEDULING ALGORITHM

In this section, an algorithm is introduced to reduce the number of
combinations to be tested in order to find the best users to schedule. It
is based on a scheduling metric as the one introduced in the previous
chapter but could be used in conjunction with any other type of spatial
metric. The algorithm discussed in this section works independently on
every time slot n and subcarrier f and searches the best subset of users
out of the K users in the system. In Section IV-B, a modification is
introduced which can treat all subcarriers jointly. As discussed before,
the scheduling decisions can remain constant within one frame if they
only rely on channel knowledge and not on proportional fairness. In
this case, n becomes the number of the frame, and the algorithm needs
to be executed only at the start of each frame.

The task of the algorithm can be divided into two phases: First,
it produces candidate user groups GG(n, f) featuring maximum sum
metric for all possible group sizes G from G = 1 to the maximum
supported size of the precoder, which is limited by rank R of the
combined downlink channel matrix H = [HT

1 · · · HT
K ]T. This

is performed with the help of a best candidate search tree, which is
shown in Fig. 2 for K = 5. It is a modification of the tree-based search
used in [14]. In the second phase, the algorithm selects, for every pair
(n, f), the group with the highest sum rate out of all candidate sets
Gopt

G (n, f). This final phase can also be solved with the help of our
rate estimate. Alternatively, if the metric only contained a measure
for spatial compatability and no reference to the transmission power,

the second step could still be performed by calculating the precoding
matrices and the actual capacities for the candidate sets.

For every subcarrier, the algorithm is described by the following
steps (see also the example below).

Phase 1:

1) Start: Let group size G = 1. Form K user subsets of size
G. Calculate the metrics for all user subsets, and identify
the best one as Gopt

1 (n, f).
2) Let G = G + 1. If G is smaller than R, add one of the

remaining users at a time to Gopt
G−1(n, f), forming K −

(G − 1) new candidate sets of the new size G. Otherwise,
skip to phase 2.

3) Update the metrics of the users in the new candidate sets,
and calculate their metric sums. Keep the set with the
highest metric sum as Gopt

G (n, f). Go back to step 2).

Phase 2: Out of all candidate sets Gopt
1,...,R(n, f), use the one with the

highest sum metric if the metric is a rate estimate. Otherwise,
calculate the precoders and rates for the candidate sets to be able
to identify the best one.

An equivalent approach producing candidate user sets with decreas-
ing size can be thought of which will be used in the tracking algorithm
in Section IV-A.

In the example depicted in Fig. 2, the algorithm steps of phase 1
perform the following (note that the time and frequency indexes have
been skipped for notational convenience).

1) The first tree level consists of K = 5 user subsets of size 1
(labeled 1, . . . , 5). User number one is identified as having the
highest metric and becomes Gopt

1 .
2) One user at a time is added to Gopt

1 = {1}, forming four new
candidate sets of size 2, namely {1, 2}, {1, 3}, {1, 4}, and
{1, 5}. The metrics of all users in all sets, as well as the metric
sum of each set, are calculated. In the example, the group with
the highest metric sum is Gopt

2 = {1, 2}. To come to the next tree
level, the groups {1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 4}, and {1, 2, 5} are compared
and so on.

In phase 2, the metric sums of the candidate sets Gopt
1 , . . . ,Gopt

5 or
their actual sum rates are compared, and the best one is selected.

A. Tracking and Adaptivity

In a real-world situation, the scenario evolves gradually due to user
movement and changes in the environment. To reduce the scheduling
complexity, this correlation in time can be exploited by taking new
decisions based on the previously found ones. To do so, our algorithm
can be modified to avoid running the entire sorting tree again at every
time instance. Instead, only some candidate user sets can be consid-
ered, starting from the previously optimum user set Gopt

G (n − 1, f),
while restricting the possible update in group size to a small number,
e.g., to {−1, 0,+1}.

Phase 1:

1) A total of G new candidate sets of size G − 1 are built
from the previously optimal solution Gopt

G (n − 1, f) by
taking out one of the G users at a time, effectively going
downwards one level in the search tree. The user metrics
are then calculated, and the set with the highest metric sum
is kept as Gopt

G−1(n, f).
2) Starting with Gopt

G−1(n, f), apply the algorithm from Sec-
tion IV twice to go up two levels only to Gopt

G+1(n, f),
effectively updating also the solution for Gopt

G (n, f).

Phase 2: the previous two steps yielded new solutions
Gopt

(G−1),G,(G+1)(n, f). Pick the best out of these three candidate
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sets by selecting the one with the highest sum metric if the metric
is a rate estimate. Otherwise, calculate the precoders and rates
for the three candidate sets to be able to identify the best one.

If a user leaves the system, it can be deleted from Gopt
G (n − 1, f)

before step 1). New users can simply be included in the one-by-one
testing of step 2). This updating procedure fixes the number of possible
combinations to be tested to three, regardless of the number of users in
the system. Because of this rather significant complexity reduction,
it seems reasonable to use the final precoding matrices and rates,
including waterpouring, to select the best out of the three combinations
rather than the metric. This eliminates the estimation error in this phase
of the algorithm and can increase its overall performance. In addition,
one of the three sets of precoding matrices will, however, be used in
the transmission and does not represent a complexity increase.

B. Joint 3-D Scheduling

Recall that the scheduling metric definition involved the assumption
of equal power loading because of the missing knowledge about the
eigenmodes. Together with the fact that all subcarriers are treated as
orthogonal, this results in independent scheduling decisions for every
subcarrier. However, there exists one exemption: The problem is no
longer independent if the final selection out of all candidate user
sets Gopt

G (n, f) is performed based on the true rate after precoding
instead of using the metric. This is due to the fact that, for certain
precoders such as BD, joint space frequency waterpouring must be
used to obtain the maximum capacity, which renders the problem 3-D.
For a multicarrier system with Nc subcarriers where the subcarriers
can be regarded as orthogonal, the problem can be reduced to a
virtual frequency flat system with one single carrier. To do so, a new
system consisting of K · Nc virtual users is formed out of all K users’
channels on all subcarriers. The best candidate search, as well as the
tracking algorithm, can then be applied to these virtual users, instead,
with f equal to one. However, to take into account the orthogonality of
the subcarriers, the algorithm has to be modified to treat virtual users
originating from different subcarriers as absent during the calculation
of the user metrics.

V. COMPLEXITY

An exhaustive search through all possible combinations of K users
in order to find the best subset for a time slot would require the testing
of

∑R

G=1

(
K
G

)
combinations per subcarrier (R = rank{H}, where H

denotes the combined channel matrix as in Section IV). For simplicity,
we look at the effort needed to calculate the rate for a certain precoder
in terms of the number of SVDs, matrix multiplications (MMs), and
capacity calculations (CCs), without considering the matrix sizes. This
simplification is needed because the complexity of SVDs in terms
of multiplications and sums depends on the decomposition algorithm
used and on the desired accuracy. As explained in the following,
ProSched greatly reduces the number of required SVDs, and therefore,
the complexity of each SVD is, in absolute terms, not significant.

For BD precoding, the effort to calculate the resulting rate for one
user in a group of size G is 2 · SVDs + 1 · MM + 1 · CC. Note that
the first SVD has to decompose matrices H̃ whose size grows with
the size of the groups being tested. The second SVD is a modal
decomposition of the resulting channel (see the Appendix).

An exhaustive search needs
∑R

G=1
2G ·

(
K
G

)
SVDs. For K = 10

users (and assuming that R ≥ K), it tests 1023 combinations per
subcarrier and, thus, already requires 10 240 SVDs. As an example,
we would like to compare this to a variation of our algorithm where
the complexity is readily computed, which is the nontracking (i.e., full
tree) algorithm with projection order p = 1.

Due to the proposed repeated projection metric, no matter how many
combinations the search algorithm has to test, it needs to perform
only K SVDs once at the start of a search (or rank one approxima-
tions of them) to obtain the bases of the projectors on all K user’s
nullspaces. During the search, any joint nullspace projector can simply
be obtained by multiplying the needed projectors of the other users’
separate nullspaces to calculate the respective approximated combined
projectors. These decompositions also provide the spatial modes of
the separate users’ channels. Therefore, the best candidate search tree
needs in the first step only K MMs to find the equivalent channels and
K CCs to identify the best user. To find the candidate set of size two,
K − 1 combinations are tested. In general, to identify the best group
with G users, (K − G − 1) combinations are needed, yielding in total∑K

G=1
(K − G − 1) combinations. The complexity can be reduced

further by using the recommended time-tracking modification, which
tests only three group sizes. However, the number of combinations
cannot be predicted for this modification since it depends on the
current position in the tree. For a group of size G, G − 1 MMs are
needed to calculate each users’ projected channel; thus, in total, there
are

∑K

G=1
(G − 1) · (K − G − 1) MMs required if the whole search

tree is needed. A total of
∑K

G=1
G · (K − G − 1) CCs are needed to

calculate the rates of the users in the groups tested.
In the example with ten users, the ProSched search tree needs

to test only 35 combinations—not considering the time-tracking
modification—and requires only ten SVDs due to the repeated pro-
jection approximation rather than 10 240, as in the brute force case.
Without the approximation, the tree-based search would require∑K

G=1
2G · (K − G − 1) = 220 SVDs of matrices with an increas-

ing size.
Other authors [15], [16] have also developed upon the concept of

orthogonal projections, which was first used for scheduling in [14].
They use a search algorithm which similarly proceeds in testing the
combinations as the one presented here but computes the exact capac-
ity after precoding during the search. To keep the overall complexity
low, they propose a preselection step to limit the number of users
during the search to an initial subset with a cardinality equal to the
maximum number of users supportable by the base station. This pre-
selection step uses the Frobenius norm of the channel projected into the
nullspace of all other users in a group, as presented in [14], however,
computed using a low-complexity iterative Gram–Schmidt procedure.
Since they do not use the repeated projection approximation, their
final user selection thus requires the full 220 SVDs in an example
where the number of supportable users is also ten. If K < 220, then
ProSched is clearly less complex because it requires K SVDs only,
considering the fact that SVDs dominate the overall computational
complexity, and because it does not require a preselection phase. For
a very large number of users K, the complexity reduction from the
preselection step in [15] and [16] might outweigh the alternative of
using ProSched from the start to solve the entire problem. In other
words, for a system with a large number of users, a combination of both
approaches would possibly be able to achieve the lowest complexity,
i.e., first a preselection as in [15] and [16] and then a final selection
with ProSched. However, due to the iterative nature of computing the
projected channels in the preselection step, it could not be used to
provide fairness as ProSched can (see Section III-C for ProSched with
fairness).

VI. SIMULATIONS

To show the potential gain from proper spatial scheduling in
simulations, the channel model must be able to reproduce spatial
correlation between users. We use the geometry-based channel model
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Fig. 3. Geometry used to generate the channel with the IlmProp model.

Fig. 4. Frequency flat case, BD precoding, and 18 users. The performance
of a version of the scheduling algorithm with higher complexity compared to
the references dirty paper code bound, exh. search, RR and TDMA, and to a
number of algorithm variations with reduced complexity.

IlmProp.1 It features realistic correlation in space, time, and frequency,
as well as realistic antenna descriptions. An area of 150 m × 120 m,
with buildings of up to 8 m high, is modeled, in which up to K =
18 users move randomly with speeds of up to 70 km/h, as shown
in Fig. 3. The users change their heading and speed by a limited
amount after a random time interval. The BS mounts a uniform circular
array with 12 antennas, while each mobile has two omnidirectional
antennas, which are spaced by λ/2. The system operates at 2 GHz. The
simulation results are shown in Figs. 4–8 in the form of complementary
cumulative distribution functions of the total system throughput for a
fixed SNR of 20 dB, as well as 90% outage rate curves. The SNR is
defined as the total transmitted power over the receiver noise variance.
The time-variant frequency-selective channels have been computed for
24 frequency bins, spanning a bandwidth of 1.2 MHz. The coherence
bandwidth was estimated to be eight bins at 0.7 of the maximum
correlation.

Since the basic algorithm itself is not affected by the physical
parameters, we give only normalized performance estimates to show
the relative gains between the algorithms. An OFDM symbol duration
of 20 µs is assumed without considering the length of the guard period,
and a TDMA frame consists of 50 OFDM symbols. As precoding
schemes, we choose one ZF scheme, BD (in Figs. 4, 6, and 7), and one

1More information on the model, as well as the source code and some
exemplary scenarios can be found at http://tu-ilmenau.de/ilmprop.

Fig. 5. Frequency flat case, MMSE(T×WF) precoding, and 18 users. The
performance of a version of the scheduling algorithm with higher complexity
compared to the references dirty paper code bound, exh. search, RR and
TDMA, and to a number of algorithm variations with reduced complexity.

Fig. 6. Frequency flat case, BD precoding, and 18 users. Scheduling per-
formed on averaged covariance matrix knowledge with an averaging window
of five frames.

non-ZF scheme, namely MMSE Transmit Wiener Filtering (T×WF)
(in Figs. 8 and 5). Ideal power loading is used to calculate the resulting
rates (but not within the scheduling metric of course).

Figs. 4–6 correspond to simulations performed on a single fre-
quency bin, thus assuming a narrowband system operating on a
frequency flat channel. Consequently, the (normalized) rates are ex-
pressed in bits per second per Hertz. To illustrate the effectiveness of
our algorithm, it is necessary to start with single subcarrier simulations
for one SNR value only because we want to use as a reference the max-
imum rate achievable by exhaustively searching through all possible
user subsets, which is computationally too demanding to perform it on
multiple subcarriers. We also show the maximum achievable sum rate
under sum power constraint (or dirty paper code bound) to facilitate the
relative comparison of the normalized rates. To obtain these figures,
we have used the iterative uplink algorithm from [28]. Note that only
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Fig. 7. Frequency-selective case, BD precoding, 12 users, and 24 OFDM
subcarriers. The 90% outage of the total system rate for a low-complexity
version of the scheduling algorithm using the joint 3-D scheduling extension
from Section IV-B, compared with that of the lower references.

Fig. 8. Frequency-selective case, MMSE(T×WF) precoding, 12 users, and
24 OFDM subcarriers. The 90% outage of the total system rate for a low-
complexity version of the scheduling algorithm using the joint 3-D scheduling
extension from Section IV-B, compared with that of the lower references.

frequency flat versions of such algorithms are readily available in
the literature. The 90% outage curves in Figs. 7 and 8, on the other
hand, are computed for the whole 1.2-MHz broadband system, and
the (normalized) rates are, thus, expressed in bits after multiplying
the capacity with the number of subcarriers divided by the duration of
an OFDM symbol. The proposed algorithm is also compared to pure
TDMA and to SDMA using so-called round robin (RR) scheduling.
The RR scheme reschedules every time slot by cycling through the K
available users. The number after RR denotes how many users are to be
scheduled at every time slot. The 12-element array at the base station
can spatially multiplex up to six users, with two antennas each. For
instance, an RR-5 scheme would schedule the following users out of
K = 12 for successive time snapshots: {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, {6, 7, 8, 9, 10},
{11, 12, 1, 2, 3}, etc. Note that, in the case of the frequency-selective
channel (Figs. 7 and 8), the RR solution is applied to all subcarriers.

Although the system supports up to RR-6, we compute RR-5 and
RR-4 as well because, in smaller SDMA groups, greater fractions of
the available power can be assigned to the group members. It was
already observed in [9] that decreasing the SDMA group size can,
in some cases, increase the performance. The RR curves shown here
suggest the same conclusion.

In Figs. 4 and 5, we show the performance of the proposed algo-
rithm in different modifications: The variation of the projection-based
scheduling algorithm (ProSched) displaying the best performance
uses the repeated projection metric calculated with full rank basis
matrices and projection order p = 3 to select the candidate user sets,
while the final set is then selected by the exact rate (denoted as
ProSched.full.p = 3 pick.rate). Its performance is comparable to
that of an exhaustive search through all combinations. Of course, it is
desirable to use the scheduling metric in performing the final subset
selection step instead of the true rate. However, it can be seen that,
by switching to pick.metric, the performance decreases noticeably.
This suggests that the final selection step is especially sensitive to
estimation errors in the metric. Instead, the time-tracking modifica-
tion should be used to reduce the number of final candidate sets to
three, and the selection should be performed based on the true rate.
Thus, the ProSched version, which offers the best tradeoff between
complexity and performance, uses basis matrices of rank one only and
order 1 repeated projections together with the tracking algorithm and
selection of the final set based on the true rate (ProSched.rank1.p =
1 pick.rate tracking).

The proportional fairness extension is also shown in both figures
(see the curves labeled propfair.4blocks). It should express itself in
an increase of the product of all users’ rates for every time slot. For the
frequency flat case at 20 dB, where the long-term metrics were tracked
over four frames, it was able to increase the rate products at every
time instance on average by a factor of 2.3 for the optimum algorithm
and MMSE(T×WF). In [11], it is explained that fairness also depends
on the underlying precoding scheme and should, therefore, not be
measured by one number only. Instead, it is proposed to analyze
a system by studying plots of the rate mean versus the standard
deviation, where fairness would result in a high mean and low standard
deviation. However, an extensive study of fairness is beyond the scope
of this paper.

In Fig. 6, we show some results for scheduling based on covariance
matrices as long-term channel knowledge averaged over five frames
using a rectangular window. From the RR curves, it can be seen that
the impact of the group size has decreased. Also, the performance gap
between the exhaustive search and RR has decreased. Our proposed
algorithm still outperforms the RR scheme significantly.

In Figs. 7 and 8, we show 90% outage rates in the frequency-
selective case using the joint 3-D scheduling extension from Sec-
tion IV-B. For complexity reasons, only the variation of the scheduling
algorithm offering the best complexity versus performance tradeoff
was simulated (ProSched.rank1.p = 1 pick.rate tracking) be-
cause the relative performance compared to more complex versions
can be judged from the figures for the frequency flat case. The
conclusions remain the same as in the frequency flat case, i.e., that
the low-complexity version greatly outperforms the RR scheduler.
Furthermore, it can be seen that a gain from spatial scheduling is
possible in the entire simulated SNR range, whereas the biggest
improvement is possible in the medium to high SNR range.

VII. CONCLUSION

In the downlink of MIMO systems with SDMA, scheduling is
absolutely required to prevent the huge performance losses due to
spatially correlated users and to fully exploit the gains offered by
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multiuser diversity in SDMA. In the simulations presented here,
the system performance gap between nonintelligent SDMA with RR
scheduling and the presented novel reduced-complexity scheduling al-
gorithm ProSched is in some situation as high as a factor of 3.5 at 90%
outage. ProSched is based on a novel way of interpreting the process
of precoding with the help of orthogonal projectors, on an efficient
search algorithm, and on efficient approximation techniques. It reduces
the effort of the precoder calculations to an amount comparable to
a situation where every user was alone. Thus, it renders scheduling
practical for realistic systems with a large number of terminals while
offering a similar performance as an exhaustive search through all
possible user combinations. The latter would require the unfeasible
calculation of all precoding matrices for all possible user combinations
on all subcarriers. Even for closed form scheduling solutions, such
a high complexity is expected because the result of all precoder
combinations would still be needed in order to know all channel quality
indicators.

The presented algorithm can treat space, time, and frequency jointly.
It considers not only the spatial correlation but, inherently, the degree
of freedom in choosing the right SDMA group size as well. The
solution is not restricted to a specific type of spatial precoder and
can be applied to systems with long-term channel knowledge based
on second-order statistics only. We have also discussed how to include
proportional fairness and QoS into the algorithm.

APPENDIX

DERIVATIONS

A. BD Algorithm With Orthogonal Projection

A new formulation for BD precoding is derived in this section
based on the concept of orthogonal projections. The channel of user
g ∈ G is denoted as Hg ∈ C

MR,g×MT , as before. It is assumed that
the dimensionality constraint discussed in [17] for the original BD
precoding algorithm is satisfied, i.e., MT ≥ MR =

∑G

g=1
MR,g for

the G users in one SDMA group. A diagonal power loading matrix
Dg is factored out from the sought precoding matrix. It contains the
fractions of the total transmitted power assigned to each of user g’s
spatial modes. The remaining part has normalized columns and is
denoted as N g , i.e., M g = N gDg .

In the original algorithm, the precoding matrix NBD
g is obtained in

two steps as follows.

1) Let H̃g = [HT
1 · · · HT

g−1 HT
g+1 · · · HT

G]T contain
the channels of all users except the gth. Compute an SVD

H̃g = Ũ gΣ̃g

[
Ṽ

(1)

g Ṽ
(0)

g

]H
(9)

where Ṽ
(1)

g contains the first r̃ = rank{H̃g} columns of V .

Then, Ṽ
(0)

g ∈ C
MT ×(MT −r̃) is a basis of the intersection of all

other users’ nullspaces.

2) Introduce an effective channel HgṼ
(0)

g . Its SVD is

HgṼ
(0)

g = U ′
gΣ

′
gV ′H

g = U ′
gΣ

′
g [V ′(1)

g V ′(0)
g ]H (10)

where V ′
g ∈ C

(MT −r)×MT , and V ′(1)
g ∈ C

(MT −r)×r contains
the first r = rank{Hg} columns corresponding to the nonzero
singular values. Choose the normalized part of the precoding

matrix as NBD
g = Ṽ

(0)

g V ′(1)
g ∈ C

MT ×r .

Alternatively, the precoding matrix can be obtained with the help of
an orthogonal projection and the following algorithm, where step one
stays the same as for BD.

2) Introduce an effective channel H̊g = HgṼ
(0)

g Ṽ
(0)H

g

= HgP̃ g ∈ C
MR,g×MT , where P̃ g ∈ C

MT ×MT is an
orthogonal projection into the intersection of the nullspaces of
all other users’ channel matrices. Its SVD is then

HgṼ
(0)

g Ṽ
(0)H

g =U ′′
gΣ

′′
gV ′′H

g

=U ′′
gΣ

′′
g [V ′′(1)

g V ′′(0)
g ]H (11)

where V ′′(1)
g ∈ C

MT ×r again contains the first r columns.

Choose NBDP
g = V ′′(1)

g , resulting in the same dimensionality
as for BD.

In the following, it is shown that the precoding matrices obtained by
the two algorithms are identical without the powerloading part. As a
consequence, the power loading matrix will also be identical and can,
therefore, be skipped: The effective channel H̊g that is introduced in
step 2) of the BD with projection is the result of the projection of
user g’s channel into the intersection of the nullspaces of all other
users’ channel matrices. Using the notation introduced in the algorithm
descriptions, it can now be represented by two separate SVDs. The
reduced form SVDs are used here, where the V matrices only contain
the first r columns associated with the nonzero singular values. These
two SVDs already include the two modulation matrices obtained by
the different algorithms:

HgṼ
(0)

g · Ṽ (0)H

g =U ′
gΣ

′
gV ′(1)H

g · Ṽ (0)H

g

=U ′′
gΣ

′′
gV ′′(1)H

g = H̊g

=U ′
gΣ

′
gNBDH

g = U ′
gΣ

′
gNBDPH

g . (12)

Lines two and three show the equality of the two precoding matrices,
except for a possible ambiguity in the calculation of an SVD. It

holds because of the following: Multiplying Ṽ
(0)H

g from the right to

HgṼ
(0)

g yields a result in the same column space. Therefore, U ′
g

remains unchanged. It represents the column space of H̊g and so does

U ′′
g . Furthermore, NBDH

g is orthonormal because it is the product of
two orthonormal matrices. It is, therefore, a candidate for the basis of
the row space of H̊g , and so is V ′′(1)H

g . Both SVDs represent the same

matrix H̊g , leading to the final conclusion that Σ′
g = Σ′′

g .

B. Norm of the Equivalent Channel

For BD precoding, the Frobenius norm squared of user g’s precoded
equivalent channel is equal to the norm of its channel projected into the
joint nullspace of all other users channel matrices

‖HgM g‖2
F =

∥∥∥HgṼ
(0)

g Ṽ
(0)H

g

∥∥∥2

F
= ‖HgP̃ g‖2

F. (13)

It can be shown using the precoding matrix from the original BD

formulation without the power loading matrix that NBD
g = Ṽ

(0)

g V ′(1)
g

(which is equivalent to the precoding matrix from the new formulation
using projections). It holds that∥∥∥HgṼ

(0)

g Ṽ
′(1)
g

∥∥∥2

F
= trace

{
HgṼ

(0)

g V ′(1)V ′(1)H Ṽ
(0)H

HH
g

}
= trace

{
HgṼ

(0)

g Ṽ
(0)H

HH
g

}
=

∥∥∥HgṼ
(0)

g

∥∥∥2

F
(14)

which comes from the fact that V ′(1)V ′(1)H projects HgṼ
(0)

g into its

very own row space of which V ′(1) is a basis [see (10)] and has, thus,
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no effect. Furthermore, ‖HgṼ
(0)

g ‖2
F = ‖HgṼ

(0)

g Ṽ
(0)H

g ‖2
F because

∥∥∥HgṼ
(0)

g Ṽ
(0)H

g

∥∥∥2

F
= trace

{
HgṼ

(0)

g Ṽ
(0)H

g

[
HgṼ

(0)

g Ṽ
(0)H

g

]H
}

= trace
{

HgṼ
(0)

g Ṽ
(0)H

g Ṽ
(0)

g Ṽ
(0)H

g HH
g

}
= trace

{
HgṼ

(0)

g Ṽ
(0)H

g HH
g

}
=

∥∥∥HgṼ
(0)

g

∥∥∥2

F
. (15)
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Performance of Hybrid ARQ Using Trellis-Coded
Modulation Over Rayleigh Fading Channel

Qian Huang, Sammy Chan, Li Ping, and King-Tim Ko

Abstract—Trellis-coded modulation (TCM) has been shown as an
attractive coding scheme for broadband wireless networks due to its band-
width efficiency. Various hybrid automatic repeat request (ARQ) schemes
using TCM as underlying forward error control have been proposed in
the literature. In this paper, we study the performance of the hybrid
ARQ with concatenated two-state TCM (CT-TCM) over Rayleigh fading
channels. The throughput of the CT-TCM hybrid ARQ (CT-TCM-HARQ)
scheme over a quasi-static Rayleigh fading channel is evaluated by both
analysis and simulation. Besides, the performance of the CT-TCM-HARQ
over fully interleaved Rayleigh fading channels is evaluated by simulation
and compared with other existing TCM-based hybrid ARQ schemes.
The numerical results demonstrate that the CT-TCM-HARQ achieves
improved coding gain and throughput.

Index Terms—Hybrid automatic repeat request (ARQ), Rayleigh fading
channel, trellis-coded modulation (TCM).

I. INTRODUCTION

Coded modulation techniques, such as trellis-coded modulation
(TCM) [1]–[4], have been studied for the physical layer design
to improve bandwidth efficiency in broadband wireless networks.
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